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Bare concrete walls, sunlight creating shapes on every 
surface, raw material echoing the meticulous randomness of 
nature, large openings framing wind, rain and light, the body 
is only passing through.

Kowtow’s twelfth collection ‘The Silent Space’ draws 
inspiration from the work of Japanese architect Tadao 
Ando. Ando’s architectural style is characterized by large 
open areas emphasizing nothingness. Minimalist concrete 
interiors and empty space are used to represent the beauty 
of simplicity.

‘Tadao Ando’s themes resonate strongly within me. His 
minimalist design aesthetic and creating spaces purely for a 
calming affect has a non-commercial sense which I admire’, 
says Gosia Piatek, the brand’s Director/Designer. ‘Ando’s 
themes of meditation, peacefulness and Zen is something 
I strive for in my day-to-day life. Working on the collection 
for one year with Tadao as our muse resonated strongly 
throughout the entire workroom, and hopefully bought us 
some calm to the madness of the fashion world.’

Stephen Marr, MAC Makeup, Dan Ahwa and Mara Sommer 
were a dream team to work with. They really understood the 
feeling we wanted to portray in the two-day look book and 

edge.’

The Kowtow design team has created another signature 
graphic all-over print for the summer collection. Inspired 
by Tadao Ando’s creative use of natural light Kowtow has 

interpretation of light casting shadows, ever changing nature 

recurring elements in Ando’s work.

The popular tee print ‘Angry Cloud’ references Japanese pop 
culture and Manga with a very cute icon.

Key colours are soft summery bone, lemon and light grey. 
These are contrasted with bursts of bright coral and classic 
crisp summer white. Chalk blue is a summer version of the 
more traditional dark Kowtow colour palette.

Summer 13/14 adds simple tailored shapes and mixes them 
with oversized parkas, shirtdresses and tunics. The jumpsuit 
is a fun key piece for the season in the all-over coral on bone, 

The label’s menswear offering includes summer tees, 
oversized parkas and a hooded jacket. The very popular drop 
crotch returns, this time with the ‘Pillar Short’ and ‘Kidosaki 
Pants’.

The Building Blocks are Kowtow’s every day luxury basics. 
Individually every Building Block piece is easy enough to 
be worn as separates, or can be layered together to create 
a more complex look. This summer Kowtow introduces the 
‘Building Block Pants’ – a simple straight leg jersey trouser 
with drawstring waist. Previously in the directional collections 
this style has become a Kowtow classic and will be available 
every season in fresh colour palettes.

fairtrade organic cotton and dyed using GOTS (Global 
Organic Textile Standard) dyes that are free from 
formaldehyde, nickel, lead and other heavy metals, making 
the fabric buttery soft and amazing to wear.

Kowtow is going from strength to strength with its own 
online store sales doubling and new wholesale accounts and 
agents in the USA and Australia. 11 new stores in Australia 
and 8 new stores in the USA have bought the collection.

New developments within Kowtow see the company 
launching four collections a year beginning with Summer 
13/14. ‘The Silent Space’ Part I is the major collection for 
the summer season and will be followed by a smaller high-
summer collection titled ‘The Stolen Space’ Part II. The Stolen 
Space will be launched in stores in October, just in time for 
summer and the holidays.

The Silent Space drops in-store August 2013 to over 60 top 
boutiques across New Zealand, Australia, the United States, 
Sweden and Mexico.
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